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Double kicked rotors (DKRs) appear to be the simplest nonintegrable Hamiltonian systems featuring classical
translational symmetry in phase space (i.e., in angular momentum) for an infinite set of values (the rational ones)
of a parameter η. The experimental realization of quantum DKRs by atom-optics methods motivates the study of
the double kicked particle (DKP). The latter reduces, at any fixed value of the conserved quasimomentum β, to
a generalized DKR, the “β-DKR.” We determine general quantum properties of β-DKRs and DKPs for arbitrary
rational η. The quasienergy problem of β-DKRs is shown to be equivalent to the energy eigenvalue problem
of a finite strip of coupled lattice chains. Exact connections are then obtained between quasienergy spectra of
β-DKRs for all β in a generically infinite set. The general conditions of quantum resonance for β-DKRs are
shown to be the simultaneous rationality of η, β, and a scaled Planck constant S . For rational S and generic
values of β, the quasienergy spectrum is found to have a staggered-ladder structure. Other spectral structures,
resembling Hofstadter butterflies, are also found. Finally, we show the existence of particular DKP wave-packets
whose quantum dynamics is free, i.e., the evolution frequencies of expectation values in these wave-packets are
independent of the nonintegrability. All the results for rational S exhibit unique number-theoretical features
involving η, S , and β.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Classical or quantum translational symmetry in a phase
space is exhibited by paradigmatic and realistic nonintegrable
Hamiltonian systems and is useful for their theoretical analysis [1–33]. It is also responsible for a variety of interesting
classical and quantum phenomena. A well-known example are
classical transporting islands [3–7,9–11], leading to chaotictransport effects such as superdiffusion [4–7,9,10] and Hamiltonian ratchets [11–14]. These effects are most significant
when they take place in the momentum direction due, e.g.,
to accelerator-mode islands. Quantum translational invariance
in momentum leads to quantum resonances (ballistic quantum motion) [17–22,29–34]. These and related phenomena,
such as quantum accelerator modes [19,35] and quantumresonance ratchets [30–33,36,37], have been experimentally
observed [34–37].
Phase-space translational symmetry in classical systems
may exist only for special values of a control parameter. A
well-known example is the Zaslavsky web map [8], for which
these special values form a finite small set [38]. The simplest
systems featuring an infinite dense set of such parameter values
are apparently the double kicked rotors (DKRs) [12,13,39–52],
which has been considerably studied during the last decade
and appear to exhibit a rich variety of phenomena. A most
general version of the DKR is described by the time-periodic
Hamiltonian
HDKR =

∞

L2
+ KV (θ )
δ(t  − t)
2
t=−∞

+ K̃ Ṽ (θ )

∞


δ(t  − η − t),

(1)

t=−∞

where (θ,L) are angle and angular momentum, K and K̃
are nonintegrability parameters, V (θ ) and Ṽ (θ ) are general
2π -periodic potentials, t  is the usual (continuous) time, and
1539-3755/2015/91(1)/012914(9)

t  = 0,η (0  η < 1) are the two kicking times in one time
period. The latter and the inertia moment of the rotor are
assumed to be 1 in suitably chosen units. The DKR is a
special case of the modulated kicked rotor (or multikicked
rotor) introduced in Ref. [39]. As one can easily show
(see Sec. II), the system (1) exhibits classical translational
symmetry in phase space, namely in angular momentum L,
for all rational values of η. Several studies have shown the
sensitive dependence of the classical phase space and chaotic
transport on η [12,13]. Among interesting known results for
the quantum DKR, we mention here the ones obtained for both
rational and irrational η in the case of cosine potentials and
 = 4π [45–52], where  is the dimensionless Planck constant.
In this case, the quasienergy (QE) spectrum as function of η
exhibits an approximate Hofstadter-butterfly [24,53] structure
(see also Secs. III E and V).
The experimental realization of quantum DKRs by atomoptics methods motivates the study of the double kicked
particle (DKP), i.e., the system (1) with (θ,L) replaced
by scaled position and momentum variables (x,p). In such
a realization, the particles (atoms) are periodically kicked
by two spatially periodic optical potentials V (x) and Ṽ (x)
[Eq. (1) with θ → x]. As it is well known [19–21,31], spatial
periodicity leads to the conservation of a quasimomentum β,
0  β < 1. This allows us to get exact and simple relations
between general quantum kicked particles and quantum kicked
rotors: At any fixed value of β, the DKP reduces to a
generalized DKR, the “β-DKR,” see Sec. III A.
In this paper, we determine general quantum properties of
β-DKRs and DKPs under conditions of classical translational
invariance in angular momentum, i.e., arbitrary rational η.
The ordinary quantum DKR investigated in previous works
corresponds to β = 0. Effects of nonzero values of β were
considered in Refs. [49,50], but only in the case of  = 4π
and using approximate approaches. Here, in contrast, we
study general values of β and  on an exact, first-principles
basis.
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II. IMPLICATIONS OF MOMENTUM TRANSLATIONAL
INVARIANCE FOR CLASSICAL DKRs

Defining the force functions f (θ ) = −dV /dθ and f˜(θ ) =
−d Ṽ /dθ , the classical map for the Hamiltonian (1) in one
time period is
Lt+1 = Lt + Kf (θt ) + K̃ f˜(θ̃t ),
θt+1 = θ̃t + (1 − η)Lt+1 mod(2π ),

(2)

where (θt ,Lt ) denote the values of (θ,L) at time t  = t − 0 and
θ̃t = θt + ηLt + Kηf (θt ).

(3)

It is easy to see that the map (2) with Eq. (3) is invariant
under a translation L in momentum L only if ηL = 2π a
and ηL + (1 − η)L = L = 2π c, where a and c are integers.
Therefore, η must be rational,
a
(4)
η= ,
c
where a and c can be assumed to be coprime integers.
The map (2) may then be defined on the torus T2c : 0 
θ < 2π , 0  L < 2π c, by taking Lt+1 modulo 2π c. The
2π c-periodicity in L of some orbits of the map (2) is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
We now consider some implications of the momentum
translational invariance. First, there may exist periodic accelerator modes satisfying θt+m = θt , Lt+m = Lt + 2π cw,
where m is the minimal period and w is a nonzero integer.
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The organization and contents of this paper are as follows. In Sec. II, we consider some relevant implications of
momentum translational invariance (rational η) for classical
DKRs; here and from now on, the term “momentum” means
either angular momentum or linear momentum, depending
on whether DKRs or DKPs are considered. In Sec. III A,
we review the concept of quasimomentum β in the context
of the quantum DKP and present the basic relation between
the DKP and the β-DKRs. In the rest of Sec. III, we obtain
several results concerning β-DKRs for arbitrary rational η.
In Sec. III B, we show that the QE problem for β-DKRs
can be exactly mapped into the energy eigenvalue problem
of a finite strip of coupled lattice chains with translationally
invariant hopping constants; the chains are pseudorandom,
quasiperiodic, or periodic depending on the values of β and
of a scaled Planck constant S = /(2π ). Using these chains,
we derive in Sec. III C exact connections between the QE
spectra of β-DKRs for all β in a generically infinite set.
In Sec. III D, we derive the general conditions for quantum
resonance in β-DKRs; these are the simultaneous rationality
of η, S , and β. In Sec. III E, we show that for rational S but
general β the QE spectrum of β-DKRs has a staggered-ladder
structure, i.e., it is a superposition of a finite number of ladder
subspectra. We also find novel spectral structures for  = 4π ,
resembling Hofstadter butterflies. In Sec. IV, we show that
the quantum dynamics of particular DKP wave-packets is
free, i.e., the evolution frequencies of expectation values in
these wave-packets are independent of the nonintegrability.
All the results for rational S exhibit unique number-theoretical
features involving η, S , and β. A summary and conclusions
are presented in Sec. V.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Some orbits of the DKR map (2) for K =
K̃ = 0.5, V (θ) = Ṽ (θ) = cos(θ), and (a) η = 1/4; (b) η = 1/3. The
periodicity in L/(2π ) with periods c = 4 and c = 3 in (a) and (b),
respectively, is evident. The three basic orbits in the first unit cell,
with 0  L/(2π ) < c, are a vibrational orbit, a chaotic orbit in the
main stochastic layer, and a rotational orbit. Each of these orbits starts
from the same initial conditions in (a) and (b).

This is because period-m orbits of the torus map [Eq. (2) with
Lt+1 taken modulo 2π c], satisfying Lt+m = Lt , may generally
satisfy Lt+m = Lt + 2π cw when considered on the original
(cylindrical) phase space. Second, consider the mean energy
of a closed (w = 0) period-m orbit for the Hamiltonian (1):

m−1
1 m−0 
1 
Ē =
Ēt ,
dt HDKR (t  ) =
(5)
m −0
m t=0
where Ēt is the mean energy during the tth time period,
 t+1−0
[Lt + Kf (θt )]2
dt  HDKR (t  ) = η
Ēt =
2
t−0
+ (1 − η)

L2t+1
+ KV (θt ) + K̃ f˜(θ̃t ),
2

(6)

with θ̃t defined by Eq. (3). Given a period-m orbit (θt ,Lt ) with
mean energy (5), its translation (θt ,Lt + 2π cj ) in L by 2π cj
(j integer) is also a period-m orbit. Using Eqs. (5) and (6), we
find that the mean energy of the latter orbit is
Ē (j ) = Ē + 2π cj L̄ + 2π 2 c2 j 2 ,

(7)

where L̄ is the mean momentum of the original orbit:
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L̄ =

m−1
1 
{η[Lt + Kf (θt )] + (1 − η)Lt+1 }.
m t=0

(8)
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The mean momentum of the translated orbit is
L̄(j ) = L̄ + 2π cj.

(9)

III. QUANTUM PROPERTIES OF DKP AT FIXED
QUASIMOMENTUM
A. Quantum DKP, quasimomentum, and β-DKRs

For the quantum DKP, described by the Hamiltonian (1)
with θ → x̂ and L → p̂ (carets indicate operators), the oneperiod evolution operator from t  = t − 0 to t  = t + 1 − 0 is
given by




K̃ Ṽ (x̂)
p̂2
exp − i
Û (x̂,p̂) = exp − i(1 − η)
2




2
KV (x̂)
p̂
exp − i
. (10)
× exp − iη
2

Here [x̂,p̂] = i, where  is the dimensionless Planck constant. The QE eigenvalue problem for the operator (10) is
Û (x̂,p̂)ω (x) = exp(−iω)ω (x),

(11)

where ω is the QE, 0  ω < 2π . Because of the 2π -periodicity
of Eq. (10) in x̂, the QE state ω (x) can be chosen to have the
Bloch form
ω (x) = exp(iβx)uβ,ω (x),

In the case of the β-DKRs (see Sec. III A), the M = 2
kicks in one time period are generally not equidistant in time.
However, for rational η = a/c [Eq. (4)], one can divide the
time period T = 1 into c equal time intervals ( T = 1/c),
labeled by k = 0, . . . ,c − 1, so that kicks take place only
at the beginning of the two intervals k = 0 and k = a. The
QE problem (13) for the β-DKR can then be mapped into a
relatively simple strip of c coupled lattice chains as follows.
We denote by u±
k (θ ) the QE eigenstate of the β-DKR at times
t  = k/c ± 0 and by u±
k,n (n integer) the angular-momentum
representation of u±
(θ
). The free quantum motion of the
k
β-DKR within each of the c intervals is expressed by
+
2
u−
k,n = exp[−i(n + β) /(2c)]uk−1,n (0 < k  c − 1),

(14)
−
exp[−i(n + β)2 /(2c)]u+
c−1,n = exp(−iω)u0,n ,

(15)

where Eq. (15) follows from the fact that u−
0,n is a QE
eigenstate. Next, we define


+
kω u−
k (θ ) + uk (θ )
(16)
uk (θ ) = exp i
c
2
and write the contributions of kicks to the evolution operator
in the Cayley form

(12)

where β, 0  β < 1, gives the quasimomentum β and
uβ,ω (x) is 2π -periodic in x. Inserting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11) and
using the fact that exp(iβ x̂) = exp(−βd/dp) is a translation
of p̂ by −β, we find that uβ,ω (x) satisfies the eigenvalue
equation Û (x̂,p̂ + β)uβ,ω (x) = exp(−iω)uβ,ω (x). Due to the
2π -periodicity of uβ,ω (x), one can interpret x in the latter
equation as an angle θ and p̂ in Û (x̂,p̂ + β) as an angularmomentum operator L̂, since p̂/ can only have integer
eigenvalues n when acting on 2π -periodic functions uβ,ω (x).
One can then write the eigenvalue equation for uβ,ω (x) as
Û (θ,L̂ + β)uβ,ω (θ ) = exp(−iω)uβ,ω (θ ).
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exp[−iVk (θ )/] =

1 + iWk (θ )
,
1 − iWk (θ )

(17)

where Vk (θ ) = 0, except for V0 (θ ) = KV (θ ) and Va (θ ) =
K̃ Ṽ (θ ), and Wk (θ ) = − tan[Vk (θ )/(2)] from inversion of
Eq. (17). Denoting by uk,n and Wk,n the angular-momentum
representations of uk (θ ) and Wk (θ ), respectively, we get from
Eqs. (14)–(17) after simple algebra a system of c equations:
uk+1,n − i

∞


Wk+1,n−r uk+1,r

r=−∞

=e

(13)



i[ω−(n+β)2 /2)]/c

uk,n + i

∞


Wk,n−r uk,r , (18)

r=−∞

In this way, the eigenvalue problem (11) at each fixed value
of β reduces to that of a “β-DKR” with one-period evolution
operator Û (θ,L̂ + β). The expression L̂ + β corresponds
to the decomposition of the momentum eigenvalues p = n +
β into the eigenvalues n of L̂ and the “fractional” part β,
the fixed quasimomentum.

k = 0, . . . ,c − 1, and uc,n = u0,n . The Fourier transforms of
uk,n and Wk,n in the discrete variable k are given by
ūs,n =

1
uk,n exp(2π iks/c),
c k=0

W̄s,n =

1
Wk,n exp(2π iks/c)
c k=0

=

W0,n + Wa,n exp(2π iηs)
c

c−1

(19)

c−1

B. Strip of coupled lattice chains for β-DKRs

It is well known [17] that the QE problem of the usual quantum kicked rotor can be mapped into the energy-eigenvalue
problem of a lattice chain that is generically pseudorandom
and whose eigenstates exhibit exponential Anderson-like
localization in angular-momentum space. The generalization
of this mapping to modulated or multikicked rotors [39], with
M kicks of different strengths within one time period T , can
be performed in the simplest way when the M kicks are
equidistant in time ( T = T /M); the mapping then leads to
a strip of M coupled lattice chains having the advantage that
the hopping constants are translationally invariant.

(20)

(s = 0, . . . ,c − 1); notice the simple second expression in
Eq. (20) for W̄s,n . Equation (18) can then be easily written
in a compact form in terms of Eqs. (19) and (20), using the
inverse Fourier-transform relations:
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Tn(s) ūs,n +

∞ 
c−1

r=−∞

s  =0



W̄s−s  ,n−r ūs  ,r = E ūs,n ,

(21)
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where E = −W̄0,0 = −(W0,0 + Wa,0 )/c,


ω + 2π s − π S (n + β)2
(s)
Tn = tan
2c

(22)

with S = /(2π ), and the prime after the sums means that
the sums do not include the element with r = n and s  = s.
Equation (21) describes a strip of c coupled lattice chains
s = 0, . . . ,c − 1 with on-site potential Tn(s) and translationally
invariant hopping constants W̄s−s  ,n−r from site (s,n) to site
(s  ,r). The eigenvalue problem (21) is fully equivalent to the
QE problem (13) for the β-DKR: The QE spectrum for given
β consists of all the values of ω in Eq. (22) such that E =
−W̄0,0 is an “energy” eigenvalue of Eq. (21). If W̄s−s  ,n−r
is of sufficiently short range in n − r, each lattice chain is
a tight-binding one. For irrational S , the potential Tn(s) in
Eq. (22) is a pseudorandom function of n and one expects
exponential Anderson-like localization of the eigenstates ūs,n
in n and a pure point QE spectrum ω, as for the usual kicked
rotor [17]. For rational S and irrational β, Tn(s) is essentially
quasiperiodic in n. Exact [21] and numerical [22] results for
the ordinary kicked particle (η = 0) indicate that also in this
case the QE eigenstates should be localized in n and the QE
spectrum is pure point (see also end of Sec. III E). Finally,
when both S and β are rational, Tn(s) is periodic in n, so that
one expects a band continuous QE spectrum and extended QE
eigenstates in n. In fact, this is the case of quantum resonance,
to be considered in more detail in Sec. III D.
C. Exact connections between QE spectra at different
quasimomenta

We now show that the results in Sec. III B lead to exact
connections between the QE spectra of β-DKRs for a generally
infinite set of β values. As we have seen in Sec. II, for
rational η = a/c the classical map (2) is invariant under
translations by 2π cj (j integer) in L. For the quantum
DKP, these translations correspond to the operators D̂2πcj =
exp(2π icj x̂/) = exp(−2π cj d/dp). By applying D̂j to the
Bloch state (12) of the DKP, we get
D̂2πcj ω (x) = exp[i(β + cj/S )x]uβ,ω (x)
= exp(iβ (j ) x)uβ (j ) ,ω(j ) (x),

Equation (26) now provides simple connections between
the QE spectra of the β (j ) -DKRs for all β (j ) in Eq. (24):
These spectra are just shifted relative to each other by constant
amounts. For example, the spectrum for β = β (j ) is shifted relative to that for β = β (0) by 2π cjβ (0) + 2π 2 c2 j 2 / mod(2π ).
The spectral shifts and β (j ) are independent of the system
details. We remark that for generic, irrational values of S
the set (24) covers densely the entire β range [0,1). For
rational S = l/q (l and q are coprime integers), let us write
c/ l = c / l  , where c and l  are coprime; the set (24) then
contains only l  elements and the spectral shifts above are given
by 2π cjβ (0) + π cc j 2 q/ l  . The integers c and l  in c/ l = c / l 
depend erratically on both the rational value of η and of S .
This number-theoretical feature will appear again below.
It is instructive to compare relation (26) with the classical
one, Eq. (7). These relations coincide under the correspondences ω(j ) → Ē (j ) , ω → Ē, and β → L̄. Similarly, the
quasimomenta β (j ) , with β (j ) given by Eq. (24), are analogous
to the translated classical angular momenta (9). However,
while L̄ in Eq. (9) depends on the specific kicking forces [see
Eq. (8)], this is not the case for β, which is a pure conserved
quantum entity not depending on the system details.
D. General quantum resonances of β-DKRs

Quantum resonance (QR) in kicked-rotor systems is a
ballistic (quadratic in time) evolution of the expectation value
of the kinetic energy due to a band QE spectrum [17–22,29–
31]. This spectrum is a consequence of quantum translational
symmetry in L̂. We derive here the general conditions for
this symmetry and for QR in β-DKRs. One condition turns
out to be, as expected, the rationality (4) of η, i.e., classical
translational symmetry in L. The other conditions and their
derivation exhibit unique number-theoretical features.
A quantum translation in L̂ is generally given by the operator D̂q̄ = exp(−i q̄θ ), since D̂q̄ L̂ = (L̂ + q̄)D̂q̄ . Here q̄
in exp(−i q̄θ ) must be integer since θ is an angle. Translational
invariance of a β-DKR in L̂ means that [D̂q̄ ,Û (θ,L̂ + β)] =
0, where Û (θ,L̂ + β) is the one-period evolution operator of
a β-DKR defined by Eq. (10). Then, as shown in Appendix A,
[D̂q̄ ,Û (θ,L̂ + β)] = 0 implies that

(23)

where S = /(2π ), and
β (j ) = β + cj/S mod(1),
uβ (j ) ,ω(j ) (x) = exp(in(j ) x)uβ,ω (x).

(27)

q̄ = 2π c̄,

(28)

(24)
β q̄ +

(25)

Here n(j ) is the integer part of β + cj/S . Equations (23)–(25)
mean that D̂2πcj transforms the QE state uβ,ω (θ ) of a β-DKR
into the QE state uβ (j ) ,ω(j ) (θ ) of the β (j ) -DKR. The relation
between the QEs ω and ω(j ) of the two states can be found
using Eqs. (21) and (22) for the lattice chains. We easily see
that the latter equations are invariant under the simultaneous
transformations β → β (j ) , n → n + n(j ) , r → r + n(j ) , and
ω → ω(j ) , where
ω(j ) = ω + 2π cjβ + 2π 2 c2 j 2 / mod(2π ).

(1 − η)c̄ = d,

q̄ 2 
= 2π r̄,
2

(29)

where c̄, d, and r̄ are integers. From Eq. (27) it follows that
η = ā/c̄, where ā = c̄ − d. Let the maximal common factor
of (ā,c̄) be fη , so that ā = fη a and c̄ = fη c, where (a,c)
are coprime; then, η = a/c, which is condition (4). Next, we
denote the maximal common factor of (c̄,q̄) by fh , so that
c̄ = fh l and q̄ = fh q, where (l,q) are coprime. Equation (28)
then becomes

(26)
012914-4

S =


l
= .
2π
q

(30)
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Now, let c/ l = c / l  , where (c ,l  ) are coprime. Then, from
c̄ = fη c = fh l, we get fη c = fh l  , implying that fη = gl  and
fh = gc , where g is some integer. Thus,


q̄ = fh q = gc q.

0.6

ω 0.3
π 0

(31)

Using Eqs. (30) and (31) in Eq. (29), we obtain
β=

gc q
r̄
−
mod(1).
gc l
2

−0.3

(32)

−0.6

For given η = a/c and  [Eq. (30)], any rational value βr of β
can be expressed in the form (32) by choosing g as the smallest
integer such that gc l(βr + gc q/2) is an integer r̄. A simple
and useful formula for the maximal value gmax of g over all
η can be easily derived. Let us denote the denominator of βr
¯ β , where (l,d
¯ β ) are coprime. We also
by dβ and let l/dβ = l/d
define τ (lq) by τ (lq) = 1 for lq even and τ (lq) = 2 for lq
odd. Then
gmax = τ (lq)dβ .

E. Staggered-ladder QE spectra and other spectral structures

Having derived the general QR conditions for β-DKRs,
including the rationality of S = /(2π ), we now examine
in more detail the nature of the QE spectra for rational S
and arbitrary β, i.e., also in the non-QR case of irrational β.
Writing c/ l = c / l  with (c ,l  ) coprime integers as above, we
see that the sequence (24) is periodic with minimal period

l  : β (sl ) = β (0) = β, for all integers s. This means that the

subsequence ω(sl ) of Eq. (26) is necessarily a QE subspectrum
of the β-DKR. By simple algebra, using also cl  = c l, we find
that


ω(sl ) = ω + 2π sc lβ + π s 2 c2 lq mod(2π )


c q

mod(2π ).
= ω + 2π sc l β +
2

0.8 (b)

ω 0.4
π 0
−0.4

(33)

As shown by examples in Sec. III E, g is equal to gmax for
most values of η. The value of g for any η gives the minimal
translation q̄ = 2πgc l = 2πgl  c in L̂. The latter defines the
“quantum torus” T2q : 0  θ < 2π , 0  L < 2πgl  c, which is
gl  larger than the classical torus T2c in Sec. II. In summary,
the general QR conditions for β-DKRs are arbitrary rational
values of η, S = /(2π ), and β. These values determine g as
above. Then, q̄ is found from Eq. (31) and T2q is determined.
As shown in Appendix B, the QE spectrum of a β-DKR
under QR conditions generally consists of q̄ bands. QR
will actually arise only if at least one band is not flat,
i.e., has nonzero width. In the case that all bands are flat,
QR is replaced by the opposite phenomenon of quantum
antiresonance [21,39], a bounded quantum motion.

(34)

Thus, the QE subspectrum (34) is just a ladder, with spacing
ω = 2π cl  (β + c q/2), folded into the [0,2π ) interval. We
now show that the entire QE spectrum of the β-DKR is a
staggered ladder, i.e., the superposition of c q ladders (34)
of bands or levels, corresponding to c q independent values
of ω in Eq. (34). This was shown in Ref. [22] in the special
case of β-kicked-rotors with η = 0 in Eq. (1), so that a = 0,
c = c = 1, and l  = l.

(a)

−0.8
0.8 (c)

ω 0.4
π 0
−0.4
−0.8
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FIG. 2. (Color online) QE spectra ω of β-DKRs as functions of
rational η for S = 2/1 ( = 4π ), K/ = K̃/ = 1, V (θ ) = Ṽ (θ ) =
cos(θ), and (a) β = 0, (b) β = 1/20, (c) β = 1/7. Cases (b) and (c)
clearly feature a staggered-ladder structure with g = 10 and g = 7
stages, respectively, for most η’s; these values of g coincide with
the corresponding values of gmax in Eq. (33). In case (a), there is no
staggered-ladder structure since g = 1 for all η. The similarity of the
spectral structure in this case to that of a Hofstadter butterfly was first
pointed out in Ref. [45]; see also Sec. V. In (a), (b), and (c), η takes
all rational values in (0,0.5) with denominators c  50, c  25, and
c  25, respectively.

Let us start with the QR case of rational β. The se
quence (34) is then periodic with minimal period g (ω(gl ) =
ω), where g is the smallest integer such that gc l(β + c q/2) is
an integer r̄, obviously coprime to g; this gives Eq. (32) [54].
Thus, the ladder subspectrum (34) contains precisely g levels.
However, the full spectrum consists of q̄ = gc q bands; see
Sec. III D and Appendix B. Therefore, this spectrum must be
a superposition of c q ladders of bands, where each ladder
contains g bands that arise from the broadening of the g levels
above.
This staggered-ladder spectrum as function of η is illustrated in Figs. 2(b), 2(c), 3(c), and 4(b) for different values of
 and β, showing that the dominant value of g over η is given by
gmax in Eq. (33). In Figures 2(b) and 2(c), both for  = 4π , the
width of each of the g stages of the ladder structure decreases
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Similar to Fig. 2 but with the following
changes: (a) S = 2/3 and β = 0; (b) S = 2/3 and β = 1/5. Only
the latter case features a staggered-ladder structure with g = gmax = 5
stages for most values of η. The spectral structure in case (a), with
g = 1 for all η, bears some resemblance to a Hofstadter butterfly. In
cases (a) and (b), η takes all rational values in (0,1) with denominators
c  30 and c  20, respectively.
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η
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1

FIG. 3. (Color online) Similar to Fig. 2 but with the following
changes: (a) S = 1/2 and β = 0; (b) S = 3/2 and β = 1/3; (c)
S = 3/2 and β = 1/5. In cases (a) and (b), there appear structures
resembling Hofstadter butterflies. Case (c) features a staggered-ladder
structure with g = gmax = 5 stages for most values of η, where gmax
is given by Eq. (33). This structure does not emerge in cases (a) and
(b), since g = 1 for all η. In (a), (b), and (c), η takes all rational values
in (0,1) with denominators c  50, c  30, and c  20, respectively.

as η approaches 0 or 0.5. This is because for η = 0,0.5 the
DKR (1) reduces to an ordinary kicked rotor; it is known [21]
that for  = 2π l, g > 1, and cosine potentials as in Fig. 2,
a β-kicked-rotor exhibits quantum antiresonance (instead of
QR) with a QE spectrum consisting of g flat bands. Thus, the
width of each stage in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) must tend to zero as
η → 0 or η → 0.5.
Figures 2(a), 3(a), 3(b), and 4(a) show cases with no
staggered-ladder spectrum, i.e., with g = 1 for all η. Figure 2(a) shows the Hofstadter butterfly for S = 2 ( = 4π )
and β = 0, discovered in Ref. [45]. For S = l/2 (l odd) and
β with g = 1 for all η, we find that the spectrum as function of
η looks like that illustrated in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for l = 1,3:
one has a chain of l spectral structures, each resembling a
“curved” Hofstadter butterfly, and a “reflection” of this chain.
The spectral structure in Fig. 4(a), for S = 2/3, also bears
some resemblance to a Hofstadter butterfly.

Finally, consider the case of irrational β, corresponding to
the limit of g,r̄ → ∞ in Eq. (32). Assuming that the q̄ = gc q
bands are isolated (nondegenerate) in this limit, the width of
each band must tend to zero. Then, the full QE spectrum will
consist of c q infinite ladders of levels with corresponding
eigenstates that are localized in angular-momentum space (see
also end of Sec. III B).
IV. FREE QUANTUM DYNAMICS OF DKP

We saw in Sec. III A that the quantum DKP at fixed
quasimomentum β reduces to a generalized DKR, the
β-DKR. In this section, we consider the quantum dynamics
of the DKP for initial wave-packets ϕβ,ω (x) associated with
all the translated quasimomenta β (j )  [see Eq. (24)] and the
respective QEs [Eq. (26)]. These wave packets are arbitrary
linear combinations of the corresponding eigenstates (23):
ϕβ,ω (x) =

∞


ζj exp[iβ (j ) x]uβ (j ) ,ω(j ) (x),

(35)

j =−∞

where ζj are arbitrary but properly normalized coefficients;
see Eq. (39) below. After t kicks, the wave-packet (35) will
evolve to
∞

ζj exp[iβ (j ) x]uβ (j ) ,ω(j ) (x) exp[−iω(j ) t].
ϕβ,ω,t (x) =

012914-6
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Then, the expectation value of any physical observable in the
wave-packet (36), as a function of the discrete time t, is given

by a linear combination of the factors exp[i(ω(j ) − ω(j ) )t] for
all j and j  ; see the explicit expression (41) below. Now, from
Eq. (26), the evolution frequencies,

where β  = β + c q/2. The sum in Eq. (40) is a travelingwave function of x − β  t, moving without change of shape
at constant velocity β  . As in the case of the ordinary
kicked particle (η = 0) [22], this traveling-wave component
of ϕβ,ω,t (x) will be clearly exhibited by the quantum dynamics
at least in some cases.
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume physical observables Ô (Hermitian operators) that
are only functions of x̂, Ô = O(x̂) [55]. Writing O(x) =
∞
−∞ dp Ō(p) exp(ipx/), where Ō(p) is the Fourier transform
of O(x), the expectation value of Ô in the wave-packet (38) is
easily evaluated:



ω(j ) − ω(j ) = 2π c(j  − j )[β + π c(j  + j )/] mod(2π ),
(37)
are completely independent of the system nonintegrability
(the kicking potentials) and are thus the same as those
in the free (K = K̃ = 0) case; in this sense, the quantum
dynamics for the wave-packets (36) is a free one. This quantum
dynamics emerges as an interference between the translated
QE states (23) in Eq. (36). Classical entities analogous to these
states, such as the translated orbits considered in Sec. II (see
Fig. 1), cannot, of course, exhibit this quantum interference
effect.
We now derive explicit expressions for Eq. (36) and for
expectation values in these wave packets. Using Eq. (23) in
Eq. (36) and expanding the 2π -periodic function uβ,ω (x) in a
Fourier series,

ϕβ,ω,t |Ô|ϕβ,ω,t  =



where
Ōj,j  =

ζj un exp[−iω(j ) t]

exp[i(β + 2π cj + n)x/]
.
√
2π 

(38)

We note that Eq. (38) is an expansion in normalized
momentum states |p = β + 2π cj + n with coefficients
ζj un exp(−iω(j ) t). The normalization condition for Eq. (38)
is, therefore,
∞
∞



|ζj un |2 = 1.

(39)

j =−∞ n=−∞

Condition (39) can be satisfied if ζj and un decay sufficiently
fast as |j |,|n| → ∞. The coefficients ζj can always be chosen
to decay fast and such a decay for un is expected for irrational
S and/or β, see end of Secs. III B and III E. We also note that
the function (38), without the factor exp(iβx), exhibits two
periodicities in x, with basic periods 2π and /c. For irrational
S , these periods are incommensurate and the wave-packet (38)
is quasiperiodic in x. For rational S = l/q (and irrational β),
|ϕβ,ω,t (x)| is periodic with period 2π l  , where l  is defined
by c/ l = c / l  with (c ,l  ) coprime integers. If one keeps in
Eq. (36) only terms with j multiple of l  , j = sl  (s integer),

all the connected quasimomenta (24) are equal, β (sl ) = β.
(sl  )

= sc q and Eq. (34), Eq. (36)
Then, using Eq. (25) with n
reduces to
ϕβ,ω,t (x) = ei(βx−ωt) uβ,ω (x)

∞


∞


∞


un u∗n Ō[2π c(j  − j ) + (n − n)].

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

j =−∞ n=−∞

×

(41)

n=−∞ n =−∞

we get
ϕβ,ω,t (x) =

ζj ζj∗ Ōj,j 

× exp[i(ω(j ) − ω(j ) )t],

exp(inx)
,
un √
uβ,ω (x) =
2π 
n=−∞
∞


∞


j =−∞ j  =−∞

∞


∞


∞


ζsl  exp[isc q(x − β  t)],

s=−∞

(40)

In this paper, we have determined several quantum properties of double kicked systems (DKRs and DKPs) with classical
translational invariance in momentum. This invariance exists
for arbitrary rational values a/c of η in the Hamiltonian (1).
Our results in Sec. III for β-DKRs, i.e., DKPs at fixed
quasimomentum β, can be classified into three types. The
first type of results hold for arbitrary values of β and the scaled
Planck constant S : The QE eigenvalue problem of a β-DKR
is equivalent to the energy eigenvalue problem of a finite strip
of coupled lattice chains (21) with translationally invariant
hopping constants given by the simple expression (20).
A result following from Eqs. (21) is the existence of
exact connections between QE spectra of β-DKRs for β in
the set (24), which is infinite for irrational S ; for rational
S = l/q, this set contains l  elements, where l  is defined by
c/ l = c / l  with coprime c and l  .
The second type of results are valid for arbitrary β but
rational S = l/q (Sec. III E): The QE spectrum of a β-DKR
is a staggered ladder, a superposition of c q ladder spectra. The
latter spectra, all with the same spacing, are infinite or finite
depending on whether β is irrational or rational.
The third type of results are valid only for rational β and
S (Secs. III D and III E). Rational values of η, β, and S have
been shown to be the general necessary conditions for QR.
This considerably generalizes the QR conditions for the DKR
with β = 0 and  = 4π , derived recently [51]. The staggeredladder QE spectrum is generally a superposition of c q band
ladders, each consisting of g bands, where g is the smallest
integer such that gc l(β + c q/2) is integer.
In Sec. IV, we have considered DKP wave packets that are
superpositions of β-DKR QE states with connected spectra,
i.e., with β in the set (24). The time evolution of expectation
values of observables in these wave-packets is independent of
the nonintegrability, and the quantum dynamics is thus free.
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For rational S = l/q, the set (24) consists of l  elements and
the wave-packet amplitude is periodic in x with period 2π l  .
We thus see that all the results for rational S exhibit
number-theoretical features involving the coprime integers
c and l  ; the latter depend erratically on both the rational
value of η (specifying the classical translational invariance in
momentum) and of S (a purely quantum entity). If also β
is rational (QR case), one has to consider another integer g,
depending erratically on all quantities η, S , and β.
In the case of the ordinary kicked particle (η = 0), the
staggered-ladder QE spectra for rational S were shown [22] to
have several quantum-dynamical manifestations: A suppression of quantum resonances for rational β and a dynamical
localization for irrational β characterized by unique features
such as traveling-wave components in the time evolution. The
staggered-ladder QE spectra for arbitrary rational values of η
and S will lead to similar phenomena, depending now on the
number-theoretical quantities c and l  ; see, for example, the
traveling-wave component given by the sum in Eq. (40). These
phenomena, which are robust under small variations of β [22],
should be experimentally realizable by atom-optics methods
for at least low-order rational values of η and S , as it was
shown in the η = 0 case [34–37].
For g = 1, i.e., in the absence of spectral ladders, β-DKRs
appear to exhibit a variety of interesting spectral structures
for different values of , as shown in Figs. 2(a), 3(a), 3(b),
and 4(a). The structure in Fig. 2(a) for  = 4π and β = 0,
corresponding to the “on-resonance” DKR [45–52], is the
approximate Hofstadter butterfly discovered in Ref. [45]. This
structure can be understood from the fact, recently shown [52],
that a one-parameter family of on-resonance DKRs for rational
η is unitarily equivalent to an analogous family of kicked
Harper models [23–28], which are known [24] to feature a
Hofstadter-butterfly structure. For irrational η, already the QE
spectrum of a single on-resonance DKR exactly coincides with
that of a kicked Harper model [48].
Understanding new spectral structures for  = 4π , such
as those in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 4(a), which resemble again
Hofstadter butterflies, is a problem that we plan to consider
in future works. The sensitivity of these structures and that in
Fig. 2(a) to the value of β is mainly due to the occurrence
of spectral ladders for generic β. Since these ladders are
entirely a consequence of classical translational invariance in
momentum for rational η, we expect that the spectral structures
will not be so sensitive to β for irrational η. A systematic study
to confirm this expectation is also planned for future works.
APPENDIX A

We derive here the relations (27)–(29) from the commutation relation [D̂q̄ ,Û (θ,L̂ + β)] = 0, where D̂q̄ =
exp(−q̄θ ) (q̄ integer). For simplicity, we denote here Û (θ,L̂ +
β) by Ûβ . From Eq. (10) we have
Ûβ = e−i(1−η)(L̂+β)

2

× e−iη(L̂+β)

2

/(2) −i K̃ Ṽ (θ)/

e

/(2) −iKV (θ)/

e

.

(A1)

Using the fact that D̂q̄ = exp(−q̄θ ) is a translation of L̂ by q̄
while exp(iγ L̂) = exp(γ d/dθ ) (arbitrary γ ) is a translation
of θ by γ , we easily find that the application of D̂q̄ on

Eq. (A1) yields
D̂q̄ Ûβ = e−i(1−η)(L̂+β)

2

× e−iη(L̂+β)

2

×e

/(2) −i K̃ Ṽ [θ−(1−η)q̄]/

e

/(2) −iKV (θ−q̄)/

e

−i q̄ L̂ −i(β q̄+q̄ 2 /2)

e

D̂q̄ .

(A2)

To get [D̂q̄ ,Ûβ ] = 0 for general potentials V (θ ) and Ṽ (θ ),
the first two lines of Eq. (A2) must be identified with Ûβ
and the product of the first two factors in the third line
must be identically 1. The first two lines give Ûβ only if
q̄ = 2π c̄ and (1 − η)c̄ = d, where c̄ and d are integers. The
latter equations are Eqs. (27) and (28). The first factor in the
third line of Eq. (A2) is identically 1 since exp(−i q̄ L̂) =
exp(−q̄d/dθ ) = exp(−2π c̄d/dθ ) is a translation of θ by
−2π c̄. Finally, the second factor is equal to 1 only if Eq. (29)
is satisfied.
APPENDIX B

We show here that under QR conditions the QE spectrum
of a β-DKR generally consists of q̄ bands, where q̄ is given by
Eq. (31). We first derive a general expression for the QE states
of the β-DKR. These states are simultaneous eigenstates of
the commuting operators D̂q̄ and Û (θ,L̂ + β). Since D̂q̄ =
exp(−i q̄θ ), the functions ∞
n=−∞ δ[θ − 2π n − 2π m/q̄ − α],
for m = 0, . . . ,q̄ − 1 and “quasiangle” α varying in the Brillouin zone (BZ) 0  α < 2π/q̄, clearly form a complete set of
eigenstates of D̂q̄ with eigenvalues exp(−i q̄α) independent
of m. Therefore, the simultaneous eigenstates of D̂q̄ and
Û (θ,L̂ + β) will be generally given by q̄ independent linear
combinations of these functions over m,


q̄−1
∞


2π m
−α ,
φb (m; α,β)
δ θ − 2π n −
ub,α,β (θ ) =
q̄
n=−∞
m=0
(B1)
b = 1, . . . ,q̄. Then, when α varies in the BZ [0,2π/q̄), the
QEs corresponding to Eq. (B1) form q̄ bands ωb (α,β) labeled
by b. Since q̄ = gc q is minimal for the given rational value
of β, the BZ is maximal, so that these q̄ bands can be expected
to be generally isolated (nondegenerate).
It is instructive to see how the q̄ bands can be determined,
at least in principle, from the coupled lattice chains (21)
for the β-DKR. Let us first show that these chains are
essentially periodic in n with period q̄. If r̄ is the integer in the QR condition gc l(β + gc q/2) = r̄, let us de
= exp[2π i r̄k(n −
fine uk,n = exp[2π i r̄kn/(cq̄)]uk,n , Wk,n−r

r)/(cq̄)]Wk,n−r , and the Fourier transforms ūs,n and W̄s,n
as in
Eqs. (19) and (20). We then easily find that Eqs. (21) hold with
ū and W̄ replaced by ū and W̄  , respectively, and with ω in
Eq. (22) replaced by ω + 2π r̄n/q̄. Using the QR conditions
and q̄ = gc q, the modified Eqs. (21) can be seen to be
invariant under the simultaneous transformations n → n + q̄
and r → r + q̄. This implies, by Bloch theorem, that ūs,n can
be chosen to be equal to ūs,n+q̄ up to a phase factor. Using
the latter boundary condition, the modified Eqs. (21) reduce
to the eigenvalue problem of a cq̄ × cq̄ matrix depending on a
phase. The solution of this problem, as explained in Sec. III B,
yields c replicas of the q̄ QE bands.
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